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This is to notify every member of the legislature that no legislative - judicial - executive agency or employee has the
authority to legislate in the matter of privately armed citizens.
Acting without authority is usurpation : Trespass of the Constitution - Trespass on 'Natural Right... as the
statute acknowledges in cases of Trespass "Natural Right Prevails."
when a government employee takes legislation : executive action : judicial act : bureaucratic undertaking : procedure process into his own hands [the collective violators hands] it violates : strikes the mandatory Oath of Office.
whatever the pretense of out come, nothing done in the bad actors unauthorized expression : name justifies anything
done - grants any immunity - is utterly void from its conception reaching throughout its purported existence...
when planned and/or carried out by 2 or more individuals [public, public and private, private] the entire commission is
Federal and State RICO...
when the criminal government employee actor has an attorneys license [active or in active, since it always instrumental]
that license takes you in on an additional count of being an attorney aiding and abetting a RICO.
200207 Both the American Constitution and the State of Oregon Constitution secure the individual in the individual's
Natural Right to be [as the choice maybe made to be armed or disarmed] everywhere, all the time, absent any government
over site or control... which is exactly what "keep and bear arms" "shall not be infringed" means under the controlling
mandates of Law..
You have a clear and present, sworn, public duty to abort all your proposed weapons legislation because the Law notes
that "Natural Right Prevails"; and then,
strike all existing forms of unauthorized individual weapons acquisition : keeping : cartage associative uses : regulation
because those too are utterly void from their inception.
It is the clear and present public duty of this legislature to redress costs and all harms suffered pursuant to the
governments merit activities involving those lawless [purposely, therefore Fraudulently deceptively named] 'common
sense guns laws'.
Having relentlessly and .Habitually having usurped and taken into your lawless hands the claim of authority to act where
none exists you have reduced yourselves to being habitual repeat offenders living in violation of your sworn Oath of
Office... you have reduced yourself to being de facto illegal occupiers of government offices stealing the pay and benefits
of Lawful government employees.
The only authority you crooks have is to notify the proper authorities and the public that you Abandon the office of
government that you currently lawlessly occupy.
the right to bear arms shall not be infringed means no government employee - agency - department - political subdivision
has any authority to regulate the Lawful Private Citizen in the Absolute Natural Right to be armed as she may, anywhere any time - any place Absolutely free from Government over site exactly like the statute stipulates.
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